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This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site and
others. Some of our information is derived from the internet and we try to
acknowledge sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible
to trace original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we
apologise unreservedly in advance for any oversight.

LINKS
Don’t forget, if it’s in RED ‘click’ on it to take you off into the ‘ether’!

IT’S UP TO YOU

As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.

This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….
let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have

With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.

You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

AND FINALLY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown. Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your
copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an
appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL
Lord knows, it’s hard work putting an annual model railway
show together at the best of times! Very much in the public
eye are the layouts and the traders, and without all of them

Similarly, large shows are more lucrative for traders and they,
quite naturally, will be drawn to such events. Unfortunately,
some organisations seem to think they can ignore this
unwritten ‘rule’ and set up their shows regardless of whoever

our halls would be empty.

they might be adversely affecting. Large organisations and,
The number of available layouts is far from infinite and
traders who are prepared to commit to small exhibitions,
such as our own, are becoming fewer. For both parties,
expenses are rising and an increasing number are being
very selective about the number of shows and their
geographical location that they can attend each year.

And, in large part, that is why we have Exhibition Etiquette.

consequently, their large shows have the effect of drawing
the ‘life blood’ out of any smaller shows they clash with. They
attract a large audience from throughout their region and so
deprive the smaller show of their’s. They attract more traders
and exhibitors so depleting the pool available to the smaller
show.

A good case in point is Hornby/Hornby Magazine’s show in
Manchester next year. It is scheduled to take place on the
same weekend as our own show in Macclesfield.

What is ‘exhibition etiquette’?

Quite simply, all exhibition managers try very hard to avoid
putting on their show on dates that clash with another in their
region which could result in adverse effects for them both.
For example, our own club regularly holds its exhibition
during the second weekend in March and has done so for
many years. Care was (and still is) taken to ensure that our
dates did/do not clash with anyone else’s in the NW of

It’s in Manchester. Twenty miles away. Does it really matter?
Well, yes. It does. Several of our regular traders are from the
Greater Manchester area as are a good many of our visitors.
And all of them are now faced with the choice of visiting/
supporting a large, commercial show in Manchester or a
much smaller show in Macclesfield with all the potential
damage to our own show and Club that could cause.

England.
Life is hard enough for small clubs as it is without large
It makes great sense not to clash because traders are not

organisations riding rough shod over them.

then drawn away by another show in the region that may,
geographically, be more convenient for them and visitors do

Hornby/Hornby Magazine take note.

not have conflicting and difficult choices to make.
‘Exhibition etiquette’ exists for good reason.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"

Bothering St Margaret Evening Bugle
Registered As A Newspaper

Vic Holland
It’s really quite amazing what you can find out there on the

Sadly, this newspaper has long disappeared from our news

internet. After doing a bit of ‘trawling’ recently I came across

stands. Like so many other local papers, it was ‘absorbed’

these snippets in the Bothering St Margaret Evening Bugle’s

by larger publishing concerns to became part of a regional

archives.

offering.

LOCAL STATION TO
TRY ANOTHER
EXPERIMENTAL NEW
ENGINE
From our own
correspondent:
Crewe, 14th May 1935
In an interview with the
Regional Manager
An LMS sister engine similar to the one to be delivered.
(Midlands Area) of the
London, Midland and Scottish Railway Company, Mr Larry M Shovel, stated,
“I am proud to announce that a new experimental locomotive will shortly be
delivered to Bothering St Margaret, to assist with shunting duties.”
He added, “LMS management has always been at the forefront of railway
innovation, as evidenced by the recent introduction of a diesel-powered vehicle
at the station. This new engine, developed by Sentinel Waggon Works of
Shrewsbury, has impressed the LMS in demonstrations. We believe it will
greatly assist in the efficient movement of vehicles around the site.” He added,
“This vehicle has proved to be very fuel-efficient, and has a short steam-raising
time.”
This is not the first time that Bothering St Margaret has been chosen to try out
new technology. The other railway operator in the area, the LNER, introduced
their new passenger steam railmotor to the station in 1933. It was also
developed by Sentinel, and has been a great success with the public.
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NEW RAIL CONNECTION TO
LONDON PROVES POPULAR
NEW SAFETY CROSSING
INSTALLED AT LOCAL STATION

Monday 1st June 1935

From our own correspondent:
14th December 1935

The London Midland and Scottish Railway
Company today introduced a new direct link to
the capital from Bothering St. Margaret, writes
our transport correspondent. This service takes
the form of a through carriage to London
Euston departing each weekday at 7.10 am.

We recently reported on a near-accident which
occurred between a member of the station staff
and a train entering Bothering St. Margaret
railway station. Arthur Tripp, 58, a porter at the
station, fell in an attempt to cross the line
between the platform and the signal box as a train
was approaching. Happily, he scrambled clear
and was unhurt.

The busy scene at Bothering St Margaret station earlier
today, just before departure of the new London service.

The train travels non-stop to Rugby, where it is
attached to a main-line express originating at
Liverpool Lime Street, timed to arrive in the
capital at 9.35 am. A return service will operate
from Euston in the evening, arriving in
Bothering St Margaret at 6.45 pm.
An enthusiastic passenger said, “This service
has been promised for years and will be
popular with commuters. Its departure is timed
to connect with an incoming LNER service.
This will no doubt attract local customers away
from the slower alternative offered by the
LNER, which requires a change at
Peterborough for an express to King’s Cross.”
He added, “I notice that although the LMS
could perhaps have found a cleaner locomotive
for the inaugural service today, it is fitted with
train heating equipment. Passengers will
welcome the warmth in the coming winter
months.”

A newly-delivered LMS engine assisting at the crossing
installation yesterday.

Following an account of the incident submitted
by the Station Master to the LMS Operations
Dept. at Crewe, the company has now installed a
foot crossing at the site.

In an interview today, Mr Tripp said, ”I am
delighted that the LMS has responded so quickly.
This path is regularly used by station staff and a
crossing was badly needed. The incident gave me
quite a fright at the time.”
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DAPOL SENTINEL STEAM SHUNTER – A
REVIEW

As I operate a modestly-sized O-gauge layout, space is at a

I bought the DC version, although some of the hardware necessary

premium and short-wheelbased stock most welcome. My period is

for DCC operation is installed. DCC- and sound-ready versions are,

the 1930’s and the location is in the Midlands. The attractions of

I believe, available at extra

the LMS version of the new Dapol RTR Sentinel were therefore

cost.

irresistible, and I took the plunge a few weeks ago and purchased
an example from Rails of Sheffield.

Overall, a worthy addition to
the stables.

The model arrived promptly, and was well packaged. A thorough
test run on my layout confirmed my decision. The locomotive is a
smooth runner, especially at the low speeds to which I am confined.
It has a substantial hauling capacity through the four driven wheels.
I found that it performed perfectly well at a track voltage of less
than 6V, and a current consumption below 100mA. Electrical
contact with the track, sometimes a problem with unsprung 4wheel vehicles, is excellent. Even the flickering red glow from the
LED in the ashpan is realistic!
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‘BIG STUFF’ (G1) GOES NUCLEAR!
Pat Honey

I am currently working on a nuclear train for David Rogers at

1:30.5 (G1)! Conversion of the data from the nuclear on line

Adlestrop! He also wants 4 shock wagons in the train and for

information all took some pulling together!

this I will use 4 of the Marklin 4 wheeled container flats.
I am told that the floors on these wagons are aluminium and

Anyway, we seem to have reached a consensus and this is

full of holes - like the PSP planking the Americans used on

the end result so far.

airfields - they are designed to crumple up and absorb the
shock in an accident.

Not all trains use them nowadays but as this train will have 3
flasks, then we feel that we should include them.

Anyway, back to the main focus.

Unfortunately this project involves working in 3 different
scales! Tony, at the Adlestrop end, has measured the class
66 for me ….. most importantly its height !

The class 66 is built at 1:29 scale. I’m not at all sure what

This was a 20 ft Marklin container and on the flasks the

scale the Marklin bogie wagons are and I am working in

upright side panels have 14 vertical protrusions. Having cut
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up this container to include 14 uprights, it is spot on to the

measurements we arrived at regarding length. Other

Once the hand rails have been fitted on the 3 wagons they

measurements, including height, were easily determined

can be spray painted.

from this.

The flasks themselves will be built seperately on the bench
Having built the well decks, I have to now build the flask ends

and will just drop in place on the wagons.

with Plastikard as they have horizontal ‘planking’.
The bogies are all ready, but DRS have their hand brake
wheel just off centre in the bogies on their wagons.

As Marklin seem to have used pressed stainless steel on
these bogie wagons, it took me 4 hours to drill the 12
handbrake rod holes!

Editor’s Note

Coming soon from Pat will be part two and an article on

As seen in this detail photo of an ’00’ model, I will soon have

refurbishing a delapidated T.P.O. set.

the fun of making patterns - 3 LH and 3RH - for the big
securing clamps which, hopefully, John Peck will 3D print.

Look out for ‘Pat’s Trawlings’ on page 10 in this issue.

I’m very pleased to now have the flask container dimensions
sorted as it will give me the height for the end handrails and I
can finish them.

The bogies are now all ready to attach to the underframes, but those brake wheels were a bit of a trial! (see text)
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WHAT’S ON MY COMPUTER?
It shows everything on the Railway down to location of signal

Phil Mason

posts and even the weighing machine in the yard.
MAPS!!
Brilliant!
What a fantastic historical resource!
But don't blame me if you spent hours and hours just looking
The National Library of Scotland have put historical

at the maps and have no time left for modelling!

Ordnance Survey maps on line, including the massively
detailed 25 inch plans.

https://maps.nls.uk/view/125635240
‘maps.nls.uk'

As an example, here’s my home town ……

Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of
Scotland
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NEWSLETTER EXCHANGE

PAT’S TRAWLINGS

12” = 1ft

One of the world’s oldest working steam locomotives retires
…. for now

1) Railtalk Magazine (Issue 167) …. a mine of information and
great pictures for anyone interested in or modelling the UK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dHsYoC7Z4rA&feature=youtu.be

scene
Lots of interesting things to watch care of Netwatch. You’ll be

2) Railtalk Magazine (Issue 167xtra) ….. packed full of

watching for hours!

stunning photos, news and articles of railways all over the
world.

For lovers of steam, how about this one?
SPEED TO THE WEST - Steam Against the Gradient (Vol 1)

Heritage/restoration

You like ‘rack’ railways? This Greek line’s a gem. Rack

1) Eastern Star - The journal of the New Europe Railway
Heritage Trust, helping railway preservation in the New Europe

2) The Killamarsh Weekly Eyestrain

Railways Festival, November 2016 …… or how about some
really odd Japanese narrow gauge items? Maybe you like
bigger narrow gauge ‘stuff’. Try this one from the Durango

issue 229

and Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad.

issue 230
issue 231

One of the world’s major manufacturers of Mallet articulated

More restoration news and other goodies

steam locomotives was Baldwin in the USA. For a brief
history of this type of locomotive, this video is well worth a

3) Killamarsh Chronicle (issue 55) ….. back to work and busy

look……..and for how they looked in action, this video is a

restoring!

must see.

Miniature and Model Railways

We’ve all seen old steam locomotives fully restored to ‘as
new’ condition, but how is it done? This video tells something

1)

of the restoration of ‘Caledonia’ which is the most powerful

Port Bay Express …….. more updates on this great

steam locomotive on the Isle of Man Railway. ‘Caledonia’

miniature railway ‘Down Under’
2)

CallBoy …… news from the ‘Golden Gate Live Steamers’

was originally built in 1885.

in sunny California

…… and here’s a UK model railway exhibition you can visit
without leaving the comfort of your own home!
EDITOR’S NOTE

If you produce a ‘free’ newsletter (or know anyone who does)
that is in any way connected with railways of whatever size and

As ever, if you’ve come across any interesting video clips,

would like to include it in this feature, please download the

articles or features during your own trawlings, please send
them in and we’ll include them in this column - Ed

June issue of this Newsletter for more details. You’ll find them
on page 13 …..

It’s a great (and free!) way to boost circulation.
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BREAKING NEWS (thanks to Alek Adamski)

LOCOMOTIVE BRAKE TRIALS PROVE TOO
EFFECTIVE ……..

SWISS ABANDON VALLEY FLOOR ROUTE IN
FAVOUR OF MORE SCENIC SPIRAL …..

…. WHILST NORFOLK SOUTHERN IN THE USA
OPEN NEW ROUTE FOR CAVING
…… AFTER EARLIER TRIALS FAIL

ENTHUSIASTS
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KENYA RAILWAYS
Dave Mann

It was interesting reading Dominic Emery's account of his
time in Kenya in the June newsletter, I was working in Nairobi
in 2000 and had the chance to visit the railway museum
there. A colleague just came along for something to do,
however, when he saw the locomotives there he became
really interested and that's when I learnt he'd served his time
at Beyer Peacock! Here are some of the photos I took.

Loco 2921 ‘Masai of Kenya’ is now preserved at the Nairobi
Railway Museum as are the 3 Beyer-Peacock Garratts
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MMRG - CIRCA 1997
Ken Ratcliff

Here’s a few photos sent in by Ken, all taken around
1997.

No captions
and no
prizes, but
how many
faces do
you
recognise?

If they bring
back
memories,
let’s hear
about them.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST … BUT WHERE IS IT?

This one’s so easy, you’re not getting
any more clues!

All you have to do is identify this station.

You can check your answer, as always,
on page 20.

If you think you have anything that might
challenge our readers, please send it in
to the usual address. Ed

It’s suffered something of a chequered history over the last

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:-

50 years or so, but it is still something of a landmark in its

“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”

home city.

Hubbardston
In its hey day it saw departures and arrivals of the ‘Blue

MA, USA

Pullmans’ heading to and returning from the South.

(1) 978 928 5128
specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30

Since those heady days it has served as a car park,

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'

exhibition centre and as a, thankfully never needed,

and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling

‘Nightingale Hospital’.
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Company’

WOMB (What’s on my Bench) - Class 26/1 in

they all look the same! Similarly, the bogie side frames have

3mm

been cast; as will the other underframe equipment.

Phil Mason

This one's had a long gestation period, though triplets are

These bodies will be mounted on state of the art, digital

expected!

ready, Piko chassis with centrally mounted motors in a
diecast block with twin flywheels. Hopefully they will be

It's the first of three 3mm scale class 26/1s for a proposed

sound fitted with suitable chips.

Highland layout. The '1' subclass indicates the second batch
that were fitted with a tablet catcher and sliding cab windows

Please let the editor know about your projects for the

to allow for this.

'WOMB' column. As the title implies, it's about 'work in

I've tried a slightly different construction technique from

progress' and can just be a statement without any detailed

usual. I've built the sides from layers of Plasikard. This has a

explanation and it certainly doesn't need to be a completed

thin 10 thou outer skin which allows almost flush glazing of

model.

the side windows and the large grill from behind without
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

having to precisely cut each one.

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Another slight departure was the decision to resin cast the

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY

ends. Not only should this save time, with six to construct, it
will add consistency to the fleet. As my modelling is far from
perfect, any discrepancies should hopefully be disguised if
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01625 850427

WHAT’S IN MY TOOLBOX? VERNIER

ones are the worst because they need batteries but even my

CALLIPERS

analogue ones rarely come out of the box.

Phil Mason
Note that with types 1 and 2, you will probably find that the
internal, external and depth measurements are inconsistent
because of cheapness of manufacture. Looking at t’interweb,
I see there are now digital versions of these cheap callipers.
I've not tried them, but at the prices offered maybe they are a
bargain? I'd still look for thin metal internal jaws for small
scale work at whatever price you're prepared to pay.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,
YO22 5LF
01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:These measure or compare internal, external or depth

ABC Model Railways

distances and come in a variety of quality and 'price points'.

‘Always on the right track’

All three have their uses.
tel:e-mail:-

1 Cheap plastic, around £5. Easy to use, easy to read and,

web:-

being plastic, I can take measurements directly off an iPhone

07813 031152

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk
‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

screen without fear of scratching it. Not particularly accurate
but OK for comparing things.

2 Cheap pressed 'tin', around £10. Probably the most useful

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

overall for model making. They are reasonably accurate and

“TRIDENT TRAINS”

have nice thin jaws for comparing openings.

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

3 Expensive machined metal, £20-£100. These can come in
CW5 7LG

analogue or digital form. Very accurate but heavy and mine
suffer from having fat jaws which are difficult to use for small

01270 842400

things. So these are possibly the least useful unless you're a

www.tridenttrains.co.uk

proper engineer working in gauge 1 or bigger. The digital
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STICK MY NECK OUT TIME! ….. (part 1)
Mike Hebblethwaite

You may remember from July’s issue that I’ve had a
hankering for a box cab diesel for many years, Too many!
You may also remember that I did say that the only way I was
ever going to be the proud possessor of one I would have to
I have to admit that it didn’t look quite as sorry as it looks in

build it myself. Foolish words!! A reader, who shall remain

this photo ……. I didn’t think to record it for posterity until

nameless, wrote to me and said, “Well, go on then!”

after I’d started attacking it with the razor saw!
OK. Here goes. Challenge accepted.

This will be a ‘warts and all’ account from initial design to
completion (I hope!) as it happens!

I’ve made a start, but there are no photos of the completed
loco because construction has only progressed as far as I’m
reporting now! You will have to wait, as I will, to see the

Having hacked off the front and rear ends, removed the hand

finished product and I really have no idea how it’s going to

rails and generally made a real mess of it, this is what I

turn out!

ended up with. The coupler pockets were also removed from
the trucks and, as you’ve probably already worked out, there
is no turning back now. With the best will in the world, this will
never be an SW1500 ever again!

Of course there has to be something to mount the body on
and that meant building a ‘chassis’. Thank goodness for
Slater’s Plasticard and Evergreen’s technical bits.

The concept sketches from so
many years ago, as you may well
recall, were pretty crude …… but
they do form the basis of what I’ve
got in mind for the finished loco.

The ‘non-slip’ platforms were surfaced with the roller bands
from ‘Rizla’

Time to start getting busy!

cigarette rolling
machines…….

I just happened to have an old Mehano Teknica (H0)

never throw

SW1500 kicking around in the ‘Round Tuit Box’ where it had

anything away!

lain for the neck end of 30 years! It was never ever going to

Details such as

run on an H0 layout ……. mine ‘disappeared’ more than 25

couplers (not

years ago! It was also in a pretty sorry state … the loco, that

fixed at this

is, not the layout!

stage), hand
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rails, fuel tanks

and fillers, etc, were added and the whole thing begins to

panels an easy process. Thank you Silhouette for producing

look a bit more presentable!

a package for dummies!

OK. So for those of you who like to blow up the photos, I’ve
still got some tidying up to do before sending this part off to
the spray booth!

Spray booth? What am I talking about? It’ll be sprayed with a
Halford’s undercoat grey rattle can on top of an up-turned
bucket outside the caravan …….. once it stops raining!

That’s more or less the bottom end done apart from ‘hinges’
to be added to the fuel filler caps. They’ll be done next time
I’m at the caravan.

There was, I have to admit, some work done at home. There
are some things that are just not possible to do in the wilds of
Wales without the computer, the Silhouettte Cameo 3 and, of
course, t’interweb.

I decided on a laminate approach for the body work because
the window frames, I thought, might look better recessed.
There would be an outer skin with oversized window
apertures with the next ‘skin’ having the window frames. The
next layer would be the glazing with the final, inner ‘skin’

I know! They don’t look particularly impressive as cutting

being a repeat of the second to give some depth to the

patterns but when you consider that the alternative is to use

window frames and add to the interior detail.

a scalpel and, with my cack-handedness, that could prove
disastrous - especially with those small window panels with a

I have to wonder why I made life so difficult for myself!

seperation of around 2mm!

Plans were duly drawn using the Silhouette software and

Time to plug in and get the machine working!

they proved to be very straightforward. All panels, including
those for the access doors, were completed without any

Et voila! All pieces cut out and not a scalpel in sight!

great hassle and, being new to this particular piece of
equipment, I even found creating the curves on some of the
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The next instalment is
weather dependant but, as
I’m going to the caravan
over the Bank Holiday
weekend, I have every
confidence that the Welsh
rain gods will give me
more than a little
opportunity to make some
progress with this project!

The next stage will be to
tidy up, undercoat and
then spray the chassis.

Putting the side, front and
rear body panels together
could be interesting. I’ve
overlaid them as a trial
and everything seems to fit
but, obviously, when
coming to actually fixing
them together, accuracy is
the key word. There’s
much work to do on them
before that stage however.

I think I’m going to need
your help with rain dances!
You might be wondering what the ’N’ scale stair stock is for.
Hope you have fun with your own projects.

You weren’t? Well, I’m going to tell you anyway!

Those long apertures in the side panels will contain louvred
panels and, hopefully, those ‘stairs’ may just be my salvation.
Editor’s Note
Oh! I nearly forgot to mention that the motorised chassis only
had one set of pick ups on the non-powered truck. I feel that

Have you got a project that you are currently working on

ALL wheels, where ever possible, should be used and, to

and that you could tell us about?

that end, pick ups were added to the powered truck.
Hopefully that should allow for smoother running at low

Like this one, it could be a ‘work in progress’ or it could

speeds………only time will tell!

be a project you have already completed.

And that’s the story so far.

Let us know what you get up to on your work bench - or,
as in my case, maybe a fold up table!
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

My ‘stock’ of articles, which I keep in reserve for quieter times,

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

has now run dry (!) and I need your help to ‘top them up’. The

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

alternative is to either reduce the content in the Newsletter to

0161 928 5940

continue as a monthly publication or issue it as a bi-monthly

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

publication - both of which I feel very loath to do as either course
would be a diminution of this service to fellow modellers.
Goodness knows, our hobby is facing hard enough times as it is,
but I can only publish what readers send me.

…But where is it?
Manchester Central Station

You could be of immense help in so many different ways with

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

articles, snippets of information, information about places of
interest you have visited, a description of your layout at home,
kits you have built, books you would recommend, adding details

Newsletter:e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

to your layout, rolling stock and locos (before and after photos will
telephone

help), building, painting and installing backscenes, reviews of

07761 122126

items you have bought, model shops you have visited and mail
order firms you have done business with………..If it’s got
anything to do with railways, in model form or 12”=1ft, we would
love to include it in future issues.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

It doesn’t even have to be a full blown article! From my own
telephone

experience, I know how hard that can sometimes be. A few
photographs and explanatory notes are often enough for me to
create an article on your behalf. Should I need any additional

07796 457978
07761 122126

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

an article created in such a way without submitting it to you first

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

for your approval or to amend/correct. It will be forwarded to you

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

as a draft copy in the form of a ‘finished’ article as, hopefully, it

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red

might appear in the Newsletter.

link above.

information or clarification I will contact you. I will never publish

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

All I ask is that it is material that has not been previously
Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

it. Commercial magazines usually retain the copyright to anything

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

they publish (we do not!) and infringement of those rights can be

Treasurer

Ian Sheldon

embarrassing ……. and expensive!!

Secretary

Tom McDonough

published elsewhere unless you, specifically, hold the copyright to

Member reps

Colin Moores

If you send in photos, please use jpeg format if possible and
Tony Hallatt

avoid embedding them with your text. I can ‘capture’ embedded
photos but they do lose clarity when further reduced to .pdf

Steve Nixon

format in the published, 20-25Mb, version of the Newsletter. I do

Gerry Ogden

keep the original ‘Pages’ versions of each issue, but they average

Andy Clayton

around 450Mb each!
Alan Ashton

Please contribute if you can. It is your Newsletter!

Newsletter Editor
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Mike Hebblethwaite

